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Background

v Kantonsschule Willisau, Lucerne
v Year 11: Students’ aged 16-17
v “Easter week”: Second project week in academic year
v 4 days: Mon – Thu
v Participants from 5 classes



Contents and Goals

v The project focussed on the film “Shakespeare in Love”, 
one of his best known dramas “Romeo and Juliet”, as 
well as one other play chosen by the groups of students.

v The main goal was for the students to become familiar 
with Shakespeare and some of his plays. In addition we 
wanted to tap into the their creativity by asking them to 
produce their own version of one scene taken from one 
of Shakespeare’s plays.



Objectives
v The students know the most important verified facts 

about Shakespeare’s life.
v They know the storyline of “Romeo and Juliet” and one 

other Shakespeare play.
v They know which aspects of the film “Shakespeare in 

Love” are fact and which are fiction.
v They can analyse and compare film scenes and apply that 

knowledge to the shooting of their own scene.
v They can cooperate to write a screenplay and shoot a 

scene with their smartphones. 



Programme
v Mon Film: The opening

Introducing the rest of the film
Analysing the main elements of the film
“Shakespeare in Love” and “Romeo and Juliet”

v Tue Use of film techniques in the “Balcony Scene”
“Shakespeare in Love”: Facts and Fiction
Two more Shakespeare plays

v Wed Preparation for shooting
Shooting

v Thu Cutting and editing
Presentation



Students‘ knowledge M 1



Film stills M 2



The Opening Scenes M 3



Who is Who? M 4





Who with/against Who? M 5



Comparing film - play M 6







Romeo and Juliet M 7



Reading Assignment M 8



The Language of Film M 9-11

v The Language of film
• Field sizes
• Camera angles
• Editing
• Film music and atmosphere

v Comparison of films (Shakespeare in Love – Zeffirelli)
• The Balcony Scene
• The Bed Scene



Fact and Fiction M 12-15

v Shakespeare’s life and work
v Theatre in the Elizabethan Age
v Religion and theatre
v Social life and living conditions

v Helpful websites on Shakespeare
• www.shakespeare.com
• www.britannica.com
• http://web.uvic.ca/shakespeare
• www.shakespeare.co.uk



Movie Clip Production
v Goals
v Tasks

• storyboard
• production schedule
• shooting
• editing

v Products
• movie clip
• handout



Getting familiar with plays
v Much Ado about Nothing
v Twelfth Night
v The Merchant of Venice

• cartoon
• internet research
• compile written summary



Products
v Movie clip
v Handout



Feedback

	

	

Likes:	
he videos we produced.  
filming  
filming  
The movie "Shakespeare in love"  
watching movies  
it was good  
The presentations, especially the Merchant 
of New York  
Movie  
I loved having so much freedom in 
creating the scene  
Watching "Shakespeare in love"  
The shooting was fun  
Filmmaking  
Independant work  
Fun  
To produce the video.  
editing  
discussions in class  
Shooting  
filming the scenes  
the film  
Acting  

Acting  
i just enjoyed speaking English for a week  
The theater project  
Watching a movie  
Shakespeare in Love (Movie)  
Everyone got something different  
New  
Just sitting in class and watch a film. xD  
watching the movie  
presentation of the films  
Watching the results  
watching the results  
the filming  
the idea in general, to do something like 
that  
Idea  
I loved having a result to show  
Watching the plays of the other groups  
The product  
Short Presentations  
Fun  
We were free to invent  
	
	


